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* The Microsoft FastCGI Extension for IIS Crack
addresses the need for improved performance and
reliability of PHP for Windows applications. * The

Microsoft FastCGI Extension for IIS is an add-on for
IIS6 that allows PHP to be hosted on the IIS6 server. *

The Microsoft FastCGI Extension for IIS supports
secure communication between IIS6 and PHP. * With
the Microsoft FastCGI Extension for IIS, PHP can be
hosted on IIS6 without requiring a change in the PHP

source code. * The Microsoft FastCGI Extension for IIS
provides reliable and scalable communication between

IIS and PHP, and efficient data marshalling. * The
Microsoft FastCGI Extension for IIS provides improved
performance for PHP applications running on Windows.
* The Microsoft FastCGI Extension for IIS supports the

native multi-threading functionality of IIS. * The
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Microsoft FastCGI Extension for IIS is backward
compatible with IIS6 applications, but offers additional
functionality to improve the performance and reliability
of PHP for Windows applications. I have been able to

compile and install the VC++ 2008 redistributable
redistributable and the PHP 5.3.2 VC++ 2008 C++

Redistributable but when running the PHP command line
app I am getting the following error: "PHP Warning:

PHP Startup: Unable to load dynamic library
'c:\php\php5_3_2_vc2008.dll' - %1 is not a valid Win32

application.\r In php.ini\r extension_dir =
"C:\php\php5_3_2_vc2008\ext"\r php_openssl.dll =
"C:\php\php5_3_2_vc2008\php_openssl.dll"\r "" the

VC++ 2008 redistributable installation was successful
and the PHP version was also successful, but when run

the PHP command line app I am getting the above error.
Is there any other way to solve this issue? Thanks Well I
just installed Windows Server 2003 SP2 on my windows
7 box, and I had the same problem. I found a solution by
renaming php5_3_2.dll to c:\php\php5_3_2.dll, and that
seems to be working fine. I had to manually do that since
Windows Server 2003 SP2 doesn't seem to have the.exe

in the
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This configuration installs FastCGI into the Web server,
along with some of its most popular modules: * PEAR *

PECL_IUSBDATA * PHP5_Pdo * PHP5_Shmop *
PEAR2 * PHP5_Mail * PHP5_XML * PHP5_TCL *

PHP5_PDO_MYSQL * PHP5_PDO_PGSQL *
PHP5_PDO_ODBC * PHP5_PDO_DB2 *

PHP5_PDO_IBASE * PHP5_PDO_SQLITE *
PHP5_PDO_SQLITE3 * PHP5_PDO_MYSQLI *

PHP5_PDO_MYSQL * PHP5_PDO_ODBC *
PHP5_PDO_DB2 * PHP5_PDO_IBASE *

PHP5_PDO_SQLITE * PHP5_PDO_SQLITE3 *
PHP5_PDO_MYSQLI * PHP5_PDO_MYSQL *

PHP5_PDO_ODBC * PHP5_PDO_DB2 *
PHP5_PDO_IBASE * PHP5_PDO_SQLITE *

PHP5_PDO_SQLITE3 PHP Module Name:
"IISFastCgi" PHP Module Name: "IISFastCgi" PHP

Module Name: "IISFastCgiModule" PHP Module Name:
"IISFastCgiModule" PHP Module Name: "IISModule"
PHP Module Name: "IISModule" PHP Module Name:
"IISModule" PHP Module Name: "IISModule" PHP

Module Name: "IISModule" PHP Module Name:
"IISModule" PHP Module Name: "IISModule" PHP

Module Name: "IISModule" PHP Module Name:
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"IISModule" PHP Module Name: "IISModule" PHP
Module Name: "IISModule" PHP Module Name:

"IISModule" PHP Module Name: "IISModule" PHP
Module Name: "IISModule" PHP Module Name:

"IISModule" 77a5ca646e
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The IIS FastCGI Extension for IIS enables popular
application frameworks like PHP be hosted on the IIS
web server in a high-performance and reliable way. The
FastCGI environment enables popular application
frameworks like PHP be hosted on the IIS web server in
a high-performance and reliable way. FastCGI provides a
high-performance alternative to the Common Gateway
Interface (CGI), a standard way of interfacing external
applications with Web servers that has been supported as
part of the IIS feature-set since the very first release.
Most applications built to for IIS take advantage of the
native, multi-threaded extensibility model of IIS. Many
popular applications, particularly those written or
originally designed for Linux, are not multi-threaded,
and instead take a multi-process approach to
concurrency. While the PHP engine itself is multi-thread
capable, many of the popular PHP extensions are not,
requiring a single concurrent request guarantee to
operate reliably. This forces the use of CGI and results in
poor performance on the Windows platform. FastCGI
helps these application frameworks to achieve improved
performance on Windows over CGI, while allowing
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stable operation in production environments. The
FastCGI environment enables popular application
frameworks like PHP be hosted on the IIS web server in
a high-performance and reliable way. FastCGI provides a
high-performance alternative to the Common Gateway
Interface (CGI), a standard way of interfacing external
applications with Web servers that has been supported as
part of the IIS feature-set since the very first release.
Most applications built to for IIS take advantage of the
native, multi-threaded extensibility model of IIS. Many
popular applications, particularly those written or
originally designed for Linux, are not multi-threaded,
and instead take a multi-process approach to
concurrency. While the PHP engine itself is multi-thread
capable, many of the popular PHP extensions are not,
requiring a single concurrent request guarantee to
operate reliably. This forces the use of CGI and results in
poor performance on the Windows platform. FastCGI
helps these application frameworks to achieve improved
performance on Windows over CGI, while allowing
stable operation in production environments. The
FastCGI environment enables popular application
frameworks like PHP be hosted on the IIS web server in
a high-performance and reliable way. FastCGI provides a
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high-performance alternative to the Common Gateway
Interface (CGI), a standard way of interfacing external
applications with Web servers that

What's New In Microsoft FastCGI Extension For IIS?

PHP-FPM (FastCGI Process Manager) is a FastCGI and
multi-threaded process manager that allows PHP
applications to be hosted in IIS without requiring the
developers to change the original PHP script. It is an in-
house product, designed and developed for IIS with all
support provided by Microsoft. The FastCGI extension
supports the php.ini configuration file on IIS 6.0, IIS 6.0
SP1, IIS 7.0, IIS 7.0 SP1 and IIS 7.5 to configure
FastCGI. As an optional feature, it also supports php.ini
configuration file on IIS 7.5 SP2. PHP-FPM provides
the capability for an IIS application to host applications
that are not multi-threaded, thus allowing PHP
applications to run with reliability and consistent
performance regardless of how the application is written.
Its performance is comparable to, if not greater than,
CGI applications. The FastCGI extension consists of
PHP runtime support, which is shared among all
FastCGI applications in the same application pool, and a
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C++ extension that allows IIS to dynamically create
multiple processes in one operating system process and
spawn them as required. It uses an optimized version of
the FastCGI protocol and leverages the power of the IIS
7.0 and IIS 7.5 host operating system. It is also fully
compatible with the legacy IIS 5.0, 5.1 and 6.0 server
operating systems. The extension can be enabled at three
different levels: PHP Runtime: The base functionality of
PHP-FPM, which implements the FastCGI protocol and
translates it to the IIS 7.0 and IIS 7.5 hosting
environment. This is the minimum functionality required
for a PHP-FPM to work. PHP Extension: The PHP
extension is responsible for implementing the PHP-FPM
protocol on the client side. It provides the dynamic
spawning and spawning pooling functionality. PHP
Application: The PHP application is the ultimate
interface between the IIS hosting environment and a
PHP application that is executed. A PHP application
requires only a single FastCGI connection and thus does
not need to be "Multi-Threaded." The PHP Application
uses the PHP extension to initiate the FastCGI
connection. It then invokes the PHP-FPM Runtime API
to process the FastCGI protocol request. This application
must be Multi-Threaded in order to achieve the desired
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application performance. The PHP application should
not be threaded in the traditional sense. Threads should
be used to distribute the work to the proper number of
client processes. In PHP-FPM, the FastCGI connection
is made between the application and the PHP extension
and therefore does not require the underlying PHP
engine to be threaded. With this configuration, PHP-FP
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System Requirements For Microsoft FastCGI Extension For IIS:

Minimum: OS: Windows 10 64bit, Windows 10 Mobile
64bit, Windows 10 IoT Core 64bit Processor: Dual-core
1.8GHz, AMD or Intel RAM: 2GB Graphics: DirectX 11
Storage: 15 GB available space Additional: HDMI-CEC
compatible device Recommended: RAM: 4GB
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